CLUBS AND CELLS
At IHRD College of Applied Science, we have
various clubs and cells which provides
students with the opportunity to grow and
learn more. We value the growth of an
individual in various spectrums of life and
these clubs and cells provide students with
an opportunity to enhance their skills and
unlock their true potential.
At College of Applied Science, Kozhikode
we have a number of cells and clubs like:
Placement Cell (With more than 80%
student's placed per year to
prestigious firms like TCS, Wipro,
Infosys, IBM, Microsoft, Deloitte, Tech
Mahindra, Amazon, and many more.)
National Service Scheme (2 prestigious
State Award Winner Units - 63,11)
IEDC (in association with KSUM, ICT
Academy, FOSS, YIP)
Swayam MOOC Platforms
(collaborating with IIT Madras)
and many more.

COURSES WE OFFER
UG COURSES
BSc Computer Science
BCA (Bachelor of Computer Applications)
BSc Electronics
BSc Mathematics (with Computer Science
and Statistics)
BCom with Computer Applications
BBA (Bachelor of Business Administration)
BA English Language and Literature

PG COURSES
MSc Computer Science ( 2 Batches )
MSc Electronics ( 2 Batches )
MCom

OTHER COURSES
PGDCA
DCA
DDTOA
DCFA
CCLISc
Courses provided by the Central Government:
Courses provided by IHRD:

NULM
NBCDFC

CONTACT

EMPOWERING
VISIONS

and more.

0495 276 5154, 0495 2768320
College of Applied Science Kozhikode,
Balan. K. Nair Road, Kiliyanad, Kozhikode,
Kerala. PIN:673 001
www.caskozhikode.ihrd.ac.in
caskozhikode.ihrd@gmail.com
caskozhikode@ihrd.ac.in

IHRD
COLLEGE OF APPLIED SCIENCE
KOZHIKODE

OUR VISION
Our vision is to become a centre of
excellence for students in education,
training and research and to exceed
student’s expectations by providing highest
quality and efficient training facility. Our
vision is one of transformation and includes
engaging in the continuous learning that is
necessary in a rapidly advancing world,
identifying and addressing critical issues
related to the education of all people, and
using technology to broaden and support
learning opportunities.

Our Priority
is Quality
We have students placed all over the world
in various MNCs and Startups like Wipro,
TCS, Deloitte, Infosys, Microsoft, Tech
Mahindra, IBM, SimpliContract and so on.
Our priority to quality has attracted
companies to form tie ups with our
institution to provide many placement
opportunities for our students.

OUR MISSION
APPLY NOW:
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